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Great
Opportunities
this Fall!

2014 NACFM
Fall Certification
& Mission Trip
October 5-10, 2014
Amarillo, Texas
NACFM Mission Trip
Here’s your chance to serve people
and serve the Kingdom! Come join
other NACFM members on this
local mission trip to build and repair
camp facilities. It will be a great time
of fellowship, service and work as
you give to others.
Project: Camp

Restoration

Cost: $150.00
Lodging: F
 ree!

(Bring sheets/sleeping
bag & towels)
Meals: Breakfast & lunch provided,
buy your own dinner each
evening
Travel: Arrive Sunday, October 5th,
1:00pm-3:00pm (if possible)
Depart Friday, October 10th,
12:00pm-2:00pm
Contact: J on Owens 912-531-1452
or jon@fbc-statesboro.org

Certification Session
Finally decided to get your Certified
Church Facilities Manager designation?
Come to Amarillo this fall and take
part in the CCFM training. Details
are still being finalized. For immediate
info contact Chris Whitson at
chrisw@stonebriar.org.

Rick Burdon
NACFM President
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P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S AG E

Summer Greetings to All!

I recently had the opportunity to attend the 2014 NACBA conference in Orlando,
Florida (National Association of Church Business Administrators). I took part in the
conference representing our organization to the attendees who were mostly business
administrators, executive pastors and ministers from across the country. Surprisingly,
I discovered that there are still quite a few churches out there that do not have a
facilities manager. Many either have a business administrator also covering facilities work
or they are just “winging it” with no one designated to cover the role of facility manager.
Also, it was a bit eye-opening to find out that a few folks were not aware of the NACFM.
While I would love to say that we spend significant money on advertising, the reality is
that is not the case due to a limited budget. With this thought in mind, I would
urge each of you to make a conscious effort to “talk up” the NACFM
whenever the opportunity arises. As an organization and as individuals we need
to get out in the community to promote our organization as well as to inform and invite
surrounding churches to consider membership in the NACFM.
One selling point that I used at the NACBA conference was to let business administrators and other church officials know that the cost of membership is only $75.00 for the
remainder of 2014. This is a great incentive for a potential member to “test drive” the
NACFM until year’s end. Sounds easy when you say it this way!
One last note; as most of you know, our Executive Director, Dean Johnson announced
his resignation effective at the end of the 2015 Seattle conference.Your Board of
Directors has started the vetting process and will be working diligently in the coming
months to find a qualified replacement. Please be in prayer for this process asking God
to identify just the right person to fill this important leadership role. Over several years
Dean has done a stellar job as Executive Director. Without question we will truly miss
his leadership and wisdom.
Let’s all continue to seek God’s guidance and direction as our association grows. Please
commit to pray daily for our board, our members and our future members. As we honor
and serve others, we honor and serve the Lord.
Let me leave you with a quote from Pastor Terry Teykl,
one of our teaching pastors here at Faithbridge.

“We are here by grace.
The gift is the giver of this grace!
Grace appoints us to love others.”

Peace and Blessings,
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Cheapest is Best?
Rob Rogers / Founder of ESRA
Engineers Sustaining Religious Assets

Over my 29 years in the Facility Management and Maintenance industry, I’ve
been on both sides of the decision-making process to resolve problems. Now
that I’m a contractor, it is interesting how many decision-makers elect to solve
a facility problem based more on price than any other factor. Sometimes the
chosen solution doesn’t deliver the expected results or resolve the problem.
Price is certainly a very important factor in making decisions, especially these
days, but is it really the best determining factor in proceeding with a solution?
Additional factors in the decision making process should include:

	Your best understanding of the problem
	The impacts associated with the
proposed solution(s)
	The cost variance of the proposals,
particularly if they vary widely
	Does the solution really meet the need?
Your best understanding gives you the basis to select and define a solution.
When facing a problem, it’s easy to get frustrated or simply want the problem
to go away. Time is of the essence in some cases, and getting the problem fixed
quickly is important. But understanding what is causing the problem will help
you evaluate the proposal alternatives.
A detailed understanding of the problem helps you precisely specify the work
you want done. If you understand the problem very clearly, you’ll know what
areas a proposal should cover, the quality of the product or service being
delivered, and the scope of work within which a contractor or vendor will work
to resolve the problem.
Once you understand the problem, the next consideration is realizing the
associated impacts of the solution. Knowing how the solution will affect
the quality of the equipment or “fix” you receive is a key factor in your
decision-making process. Will the solution leave you with an added “goody”
you did not have before implementation, such as a warranty, an added interface,

 There

is often more than
one solution to a problem,
but we generally select
the least expensive one to
implement. The cheapest
choice isn’t always the best
solution to solve a problem.
a new look, an added usage step, or
additional maintenance cost? For example,
new vinyl floor tile laid over an older
asbestos tile is an environmentally conscious
installation. But could imperfections in the
previous tile visibly transfer through to
the new tile? If the new tile is lighter, not
only will imperfections appear more
obvious, but also cleaning and waxing
requirements increase the maintenance
costs.
So, you complete your due diligence and
provide several capable contractors with
your requirements. The return cost
estimates vary widely for the same project.
How can this happen? Cost variation
can occur because each contractor plans
to approach the job differently, which you
may not have considered as a source of
cost variation. When specifications or a
good scope of work statement is absent,
contractors will accomplish jobs the way
they believe is best.
I once reviewed contractor bids for the
painting of a church sanctuary ceiling. This
ceiling was roughly 30 feet high with lower
hanging ceiling lights, three rows of pews
beneath, and the pulpit and choir stand.
Each painting contractor completed a site
review as part of the bidding process. Each
contractor saw all of these factors but
was told only to caulk cracks and crevices
and then paint the ceiling white. The bids
ranged from $3,000 to $17,000, with the
variance simply the result of each taking a
different approach to doing the job.
continued on next page
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Cheapest is Best? continued
The least expensive proposal would utilize a wheeled scaffold to move one
painter over the space in the span of a week. The most expensive proposal
called for building a platform above the pews with several painters completing
the job, a three-week project. The least expensive proposal was selected in the
end, but wouldn’t the church have been better off getting bids with less price
variance because of a better scope of work specifications and/or performance
limits? The more precisely you describe the work you desire through specifications, the better contractors can bid the scope of work.
Getting back to the tile job I described earlier, did the new vinyl tile meet
the need? Not entirely. The limited selection of vinyl tile colors and patterns
caused maintenance costs to increase. Because the new tile was a lighter color,
there were issues with scratches and scuffmarks. A thorough review by all
parties in advance of the project would have revealed more than a need to
simply install better looking tile over the existing flooring. In this case, there
were needs to improve the acoustics, improve the appearance, and lower the
maintenance costs, if possible. Carpet tile probably would have done a better
job meeting all these needs.

Consider all the factors in your facility
maintenance decision-making process,
and then let the price of the solution fall
where it may. If all other factors are equal
and you fully understand what you are
getting for the price, then making a good
decision is much easier. Don’t just rely
on the least expensive proposal as your
default solution.

“Consider all the factors in
your facility maintenance
decision-making process,
and then let the price of
the solution fall where it
may.”

Source: www.religiousproductnews.com/articles/2012-December/Feature-Articles/Top-Issues-in-Church-Facility-Maintenance-Management.htm
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Taking Steps to Keep Your Cool!

Air Cooled Chiller Maintenance Tips

 aintaining reliable and cost efficient cooling in your facility doesn’t just happen. It’s critically important
M
to have a plan and to get that plan on your calendar. Here are some important steps:
Monthly
1. Check condenser coil for debris
2. Visually check for water leaks
3. Inspect all joints
4.	Inspect all electrical components
and connections
5.	Check chemical levels
(glycol/inhibitors)
6. Check sight glasses if equipped
7.	Visually inspect fans and pumps
for unencumbered operation

Semi-Annual (in addition to monthly steps)
1. Check fluids for cleanliness. Flush/drain/re-fill if necessary
2. Check motor amp and volt draws against specs
3. Check the operating pressure of refrigerant
4. Check super heat and sub cooling
5. Leak check with a leak detector
6. Confirm operation of safety devices and lock outs
7. Inspect mechanical mounts
8. Inspect contactors for excessive wear
9. Inspect pipe insulation
10. Clean the coils

Keep your cool, save some money and eliminate headaches
when the weather is hot!
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“When I first saw Greg in Minneapolis, I asked him how he was doing.
He said, ‘Good! Cancer is a blessing!’” – Dean Johnson

Finding Blessing in All Things By Greg Martin
Last June just before coming to the 2013 NACFM National Conference, I had
been going through testing which led to a discussion with my hematologist that
included the dreaded “C” word as a diagnosis. For several months prior, I had
been going through a lot of weird symptoms.
While at the conference and since that point, I had several members provide
encouragement by letting me know that they were praying for me and my family.
Now, over a year later, we still don’t have a firm diagnosis other than I do have
MGUS (Monoclonal Gammopathy of Unknown Significance).
MGUS is a blood disorder of which there are different types. Mine happens
to be IgM Kappa, which has a tendency to progress to Waldenstrom’s
Macroglobulinemia a non-Hodgkin lymphoma. The MGUS migration to cancer
can be likened to HIV/AIDS. MGUS is basically like having a pre-cancer. They
do not know what causes it, or what flips the switch to turn it on and make
it shift to Waldenstrom’s. In simple terms, it is a condition where white blood
cell production generated for an infection has never turned off. So your body
is still producing the cells (proteins) even though they are not needed. If you
read about MGUS in medical journals, most will say that there are no symptoms
of the disease and it is generally found by accident. But if you talk to those who
have MGUS, you find out different. Many of the chief complaints from MGUS
patients include:

•B
 one pain (ribs, lower back, neck, hips, jaws, etc.)
• Electrical shock pains that come and go
• Inflammation
• Headaches
• Fatigue and malaise
• Numbness and tingling sensations
• Dizziness and forgetfulness
• Depression and anxiety
This past year I have dealt with bone pain (feet and back), headaches, night
sweats, Reynaud’s syndrome (sort of like frostbite), difficulty breathing at times,
bouts of severe fatigue, brain fog, and electrical shocks in the hands and feet.
I share this with you because I want you to understand the next few paragraphs.
I want you to hear this: MGUS, a pre-cancer is a blessing that has
come into my life!

Yes, I am in a waiting game with tons
of side effects.Yes, we are paying out
thousands of dollars for testing that
insurance doesn’t cover. And yes, I am
saying that MGUS is a blessing!
I am like most facility managers, a
workaholic and very driven. I thought
as empty nesters, Diane and I would
experience a slower time in our lives
only to find the opposite.
The last several years my church has
wanted me to back out of being “hands
on” and to fulfill more of a leadership
role. They have asked me time and time
again, to share my knowledge and
duplicate myself. I would start down
that path only to go back to the, “I can
do it better or faster than someone else
and I know that I will get it done right”
attitude. (Sound familiar?)
But the last year has caused me to
REALLY learn that there are things I
need to do each day and other things that
can wait. I don’t need to be at the church,
day and night. I can delegate work to
others to cover items and trust them to
get the work done. I also learned that
volunteer teams can be built to cover
weekend services for Campus Ops and
everything will be fine. Over several
months of struggle I can finally rest in
the peace of God, knowing it is not ALL
on my shoulders.
I start each day asking
God what the priorities should be for that
day. Even when the
unexpected comes up,
Greg Martin

continued on next page
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Finding Blessing in All Things continued
I am learning to be thankful and to ask for His leading through all the big and
little events of life. Paul’s words have been an encouragement for me as I’ve
focused on this new mindset:

“ Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present
your requests to God. And the peace of God, which
transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts
and your minds in Christ Jesus. ” – Philippians 4:6-7
There is no special formula for the balanced life. We do not need to conquer
time management. The more I focused on time management, the more it
managed to make me frustrated! Our lives are like waves in the sea, constantly
flowing, constantly changing. No matter what, there is only 24 hours a day and
seven days in a week. Work is crying for time, family is calling for time, and God
sits quietly waiting for us to spend time with Him. MGUS has allowed me to
bring these things into a better balance and eliminate the guilt.
Now, don’t get me wrong; I still make mistakes and am constantly adjusting for
the unexpected. Also, I’m not sure how I will react if told that my condition has
progressed to Waldenstrom’s. For now I can say that the peace of God reigns
and I am seeking to live with no regrets.

What about you? Don’t wait for a major
event to come into your life to make
changes. God is able to do exceedingly
more than we think. He is able to help you
figure out what “balance” looks like for you.
Prayerfully make changes then ask those
close to you to hold you accountable.
Life is too short to burn out “for Jesus”
at your work/ministry. Jesus doesn’t want
that and neither does your family!
One huge thing about being
a NACFM member is the
opportunity to build relationships.
I find a lot of encouragement as
we all do life together! We are
walking similar paths with similar
trials. Jesus came to reconcile
us, so we can have a relationship
with the Father. Relationships
will last an eternity, but your
church campus and its buildings
will not! Take the plunge and tap
into this wonderful resource.

Welcome New NACFM Members
Tim Childress

Brian Goodman

Robert Jorgensen

Ben Loftis

Immanuel Baptist Church
Little Rock, AR

Cleburne Bible Church
Cleburne, TX

The Crossing Christian Church
Las Vegas, NV

Parker Hill Community Church
Scranton, PA

Tim Dallas

Mort Hanna

Claudia Lay

Fellowship Greenville
Greenville, SC

Bannockburn Baptist Church
Austin, TX

Oak Hills Church
San Antonio, TX

NACFM Board Members
Dean Johnson

Contact Us

Dwayne McKean

Jim Peterson

Past President
Fellowship Bible Church
Roswell, GA

Treasurer
Fellowship Greenville
Greenville, SC

Rick Burdon

Josh Eurele

Marie Welch

President
Faithbridge United Methodist Church
Spring, TX

VP of Communications
Riverside Church
Big Lake, Minnesota

Secretary
Fellowship Community Church
Centennial, CO

Jeff Galasso

Jon E. Owens

Chris Whitson

Vice President
Faith Bible Chapel International
Arvada, CO

VP of Membership
First Baptist Church
Statesboro, GA

VP of Education
Stonebriar Community Church
Frisco, TX

Executive Director
First Baptist Church
Lubbock, TX

email: info@NACFM.com
www.NACFM.com

